
Enhance incident forensics and
investigations with comprehensive
endpoint telemetry and user activity
data

Incident Forensics

Defend company and customer
data against misconduct by
leveraging field-level data analytics
to detect and prevent fraudulent
activity

Fraud Detection
Secure data against the malicious
and accidental missteps of users
that have the most access and can
do the most damage

Privileged User Monitoring

Strengthen your defensive posture
by protecting sensitive data through
endpoint telemetry and behavior
analytics

Behavioral Data Loss
Prevention

Keep your enterprise protected in
today’s complex threat landscape
with user and entity behavior
analytics validated by machine
learning

User and Entity Behavior
Analytics

Counteract data misuse, malicious
activity, and exfiltration attempts
with automated responses that
combat insider threats to data

Insider Threat Prevention

Insider Threat Management,
Data Loss Prevention &
Incident Forensics 
Powered by Behavior Analytics
and Endpoint Telemetry

Since 2014, over 10,000 organizations have trusted Teramind to provide
insider threat management, data loss prevention, and in-depth incident
forensics tools through behavioral user data.
By harnessing behavior analytics, our award-winning platform has helped enterprises in finance,
retail, manufacturing, energy, technology, healthcare, and government protect their businesses and
safeguard their sensitive data against threat.

What We Offer
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https://www.teramind.co/


Detect and thwart attacks in the
moment with real time threat
prevention
Predict oncoming threats with
intelligent risk assessment

Visually record every action a privileged
user makes on your IT systems
Utilize Teramind’s automated policy and
rule engine and real-time alerts to
monitor privileged user workflow

Enrich security operations with
contextualized data
Conduct detailed investigations and
collect irrefutable evidence

Protect company data that’s most at-
risk for being targeted by malicious
insiders
Analyze field level activity for fraud with
cutting-edge in-app field parsing
technology for custom and web-based
apps

Detect anomalous behaviors in any
activity on any endpoint
Expose irregularities in system and user
activities with an advanced analytics

Prevent malicious and risky
activities with automated responses
Protect and monitor the most
sensitive & confidential company
data

Get a demo

Did you know?
Insider threats have risen

over the past
two years44%

Request your
custom demo
now

Teramind’s highly customizable platform
can detect virtually any user activity that
happens on an endpoint to protect against
insider threats while content-based data
exfiltration prevention safeguards
sensitive data.

— Ponemon Institute
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